COMMENCEMENT
2002 FALL SEMESTER
Conferral of Graduate Degrees
Friday, December 6, 7:00 P.M.

Conferral of Baccalaureate Degrees
Saturday, December 7, 10:00 A.M. and 2:00 P.M.

The Jack Breslin Student Events Center
East Lansing
For nearly 150 years, Michigan State University has been advancing knowledge and transforming lives. MSU, one of the nation’s leading land-grant universities, was founded in 1855 as the first agricultural college with only six faculty members and three buildings to provide youths with an education in farming. Today, MSU continues to strive for excellence in providing a diverse student body with a broad and rich combination of liberal and practical education.

Our residence hall system is designed to complement and enhance the learning experiences of our students.

The Honors College, which attracts fine young scholars nationwide, enables students to waive standard graduation requirements and undertake enriched academic programs. MSU has produced 16 Rhodes Scholars, six Marshall Scholarship winners, 14 Churchill Scholarship recipients, one Mitchell Scholar, and one recipient of the Gates Cambridge Scholarship. These scholarships are among the most distinguished and prestigious academic awards a student can receive.

Multimillion dollar, sponsor-funded programs support a wide array of outstanding research activities at MSU. Major facilities include the Plant Research Laboratory, operated with the U.S. Department of Energy as a national plant biology center; and the MSU/W.K. Kellogg Biological Station, home to one of the National Science Foundation’s long-term ecological sites. In collaboration with both the National Science Foundation and the U.S. Department of Energy, the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at MSU is able to study the nuclei of the heaviest elements.

The public significantly benefits from the University through University Outreach, MSU Extension Service, and the Agricultural Experiment Station which provides technical information and course work for many Michigan citizens. The Kellogg Center, one of the finest hotel and conference centers nationwide, annually hosts some 500,000 adults who come to the campus for approximately 1,400 conferences and other educational meetings.

Service to the international community is equally important. Supported by grants from the federal government and private foundations, MSU sustains educational and research assistance projects internationally. These projects have given many faculty members overseas experience and have added new dimensions to their teaching.

Michigan State University is a member of the Association of American Universities, National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, American Council on Education, American Council of Learned Societies, International Association of Universities, Association of Graduate Schools, Council of Graduate Schools, and the Committee on Institutional Cooperation.
ACADEMIC COSTUME

In 1895, the Intercollegiate Commission, a group of leading American educators, introduced an academic costume code which by design of gowns and hoods would indicate the various degrees, and which by colors would identify the various faculties.

Three types of gowns are indicated by the code. Those worn by the bachelors have long, pointed sleeves. Those worn by masters have long, closed sleeves with the arc of a circle near the bottom. Doctoral gowns are faced with velvet. The sleeves are fall, round, and open with three bars of velvet on each sleeve. The velvet facing of the bars on the sleeves may be black or the same color as the binding of the hood.

Hoods are made of material identical with the gown and are lined in the official academic color of the institution conferring the degree (e.g., green and white for MSU; burnt orange and white for the University of Texas; blue and gold for UCLA). If the institution has more than one color, the chevron is used to introduce the second color. Colored velvet or velveten binds the hoods and indicates the department of faculty to which the degree pertains.

The color of the velvet of the hood is distinctive of the subject to which the degree pertains. For example, the trimming for the degree of Master of Science in Agriculture should be maize, representing agriculture, rather than golden yellow, representing science. Generally, the code for the velvet of the hood is the same as listed below for tassels.

At Michigan State University, it is customary to identify the candidates graduating from the different departments of study by tassels of the official department color as established by the Intercollegiate Code.

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Maize

Forestry, Packaging

Copper

COLLEGE OF ARTS

AND LETTERS

White

Fine Arts

Brown

Music

Pink

Philosophy

Dark Blue

T. ELI BROAD

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Drab

Economics

Copper

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION

ARTS AND SCIENCES

Peacock Blue

Journalism

Crimson

Speech

Silver Gray

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Light Blue

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Orange

COLLEGE OF HUMAN ECOLOGY

Maroon

COLLEGE OF HUMAN MEDICINE

Green

JAMES MADISON COLLEGE

Citron

COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCE

Golden Yellow

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Apricot

COLLEGE OF ORTHOPATHIC MEDICINE

Green

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

Crimson

COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

Dark Gray

HONORARY DEGREE

ELI BROAD

Your driving concern for the quality of education led you to become an important supporter of Michigan State University and K-12 public education. Recognizing that the land-grant concept makes superior learning opportunities accessible to future business leaders from diverse backgrounds, you endowed the College of Business at Michigan State University with the largest gift ever at that time to a public business school. Today this college bears your name: The Eli Broad College of Business and the Eli Broad Graduate School of Management. Your counsel has helped guide its MBA curriculum to become one of the nation's best graduate management programs.

You are convinced that public education is the key civil rights issue of the 21st century: Unless young people from all backgrounds receive the education necessary to become knowledge workers, the nation risks an ever larger gap between its middle class and its poor. You established the Broad Foundation with the goal of improving K-12 urban public education through better governance, management, and labor relations. In its first three years, the foundation made more than 40 major grants, convened two retreats, and launched three flagship initiatives.

HONORARY DEGREE

MARK MALLOCH BROWN

As Administrator of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), you oversee a comprehensive international agency and raise $1 billion a year for programs that promote democracy, fight poverty, and aid refugees.

Under your leadership, democratic governance has become one of the agency's core areas. You believe that one of the best ways to address development needs is to ensure a political voice and access to personal security, justice, and essential services for all. For you, democracy is both a means to assure that governments address the needs of the poor and an end in itself as a vital component of human development. In 2001, your agency carried out democratic governance programs in a record 145 countries, spending $800 million worldwide. You provide developing countries with knowledge-based consulting services and build national, regional, and global coalitions for change. You strive to ensure that assistance leads to sustainable support to these communities.

The UNDP advocates for the protection of human rights and especially the empowerment of women. As its leader, you promote gender equality as essential to ensuring political participation and accountability, economic empowerment, effective development planning, crisis prevention, and conflict resolution.

You are leading the strategy to achieve the Millennium Development Goals agreed to by world leaders at the United Nations Millennium Summit in 2000, especially the overarching goal of cutting extreme poverty in half by 2015. To do this, you challenge nations and individuals to develop partnerships on a scale adequate to address the needs of more than three billion people—the billion who live on less than $1 a day and do not have clean drinking water or sanitation as well as the two billion who do not have electricity. You are working closely with the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank to rebuild Afghanistan, targeting the most pressing needs from clearing mines to helping farmers plant crops.

For your commitment to eradicating world poverty and promoting democracy, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree, Doctor of Humanities, from Michigan State University.
HONORARY DEGREE

ELEANOR MARY JOSAITIS

To rebuild inner city Detroit and reduce racism, poverty, and injustice, you and the late Father William Cunningham established Focus: HOPE in 1968 to provide food for infants born to poor women. Other early successes included low-interest mortgage and automobile loans for African Americans, a race relations training program for desegregated schools, and the Walk for Justice, an annual march through Detroit to show intercultural harmony.

Today Focus: HOPE provides food to more than 44,000 mothers, children, and senior citizens each month. With a staff of nearly 900, well over 50,000 volunteers, and a 40-acre complex, it also operates the internationally recognized Centers of Opportunity education and training programs, Hope Manufacturing, a community arts program, a business conference facility, and the Center for Children. That growth reflects the businesslike approach you took to enact social change and the principles you relied on: think big, demand results, and invite people to help.

You created computer-assisted courses on communication and computer skills as well as reading and math. You set high expectations for the students, challenging them to reach their potential while respecting their dignity. You launched the Michigan Training Institute to teach high-level technology skills. The Center for Advanced Technologies, a teaching factory that combines classes with work at your engineering company, awards associate’s and bachelor’s degrees in manufacturing engineering. Focus: HOPE’s innovative education program gave motivated inner city students the prospect of successful careers.

You have made important contributions to public awareness of hunger and malnutrition, chairing the Commodity Supplemental Food Program Steering Committee and hosting the White House Conference on Aging. You willingly share what you have learned in developing Focus: HOPE. Each year tens of thousands of visitors find ideas and sources of inspiration for their own communities.

Focus: HOPE has changed the lives of thousands of people in metropolitan Detroit by linking minds, hearts, and wills in intelligent and practical actions. For your commitment to developing a just and integrated society, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree, Doctor of Humanities, from Michigan State University.

DELIA Z. F. KOO

You are a strong supporter of education and a leader in reducing barriers for international students. Your own education began in your native China where you excelled in English, French, and German, and particularly enjoyed chemistry and math. You were named to the top academic honor society in China. You came to the United States for graduate studies on the last passenger ship to sail out of Shanghai during World War II. Despite arriving after classes began at Radcliffe College, you surmounted the challenges and excelled at your studies, quickly earning a master’s degree. With two fellowships from Radcliffe, you went on to earn a doctoral degree.

When your husband joined the faculty at Michigan State University, you enrolled in the math department to pursue a subject you loved and, again with top honors, earned a master’s degree. You then taught at Eastern Michigan University for twenty years and wrote two math books.

Because of your own experiences as a student coming from China to the United States, you recognized the special needs of international students often confront. You founded the Volunteer English Tutoring Program at MSU and continue as its coordinator and as one of its tutors. You established the program as an informal and highly personalized means of helping newly arrived international students, spouses, and visitors adapt to life in an unfamiliar country. From the beginning you not only taught language skills but also shared knowledge about American culture and life in the United States.

To support the program, you endowed an expansion of the academic wing of the International Center so that tutors and students would have adequate office and classroom space. You also established a grant program to provide scholarships to students from the People’s Republic of China.

For your commitment to international education and your generosity and integrity, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree, Doctor of Humanities, from Michigan State University.

SYLVAN H. WITTWER

You are a world-renowned horticulturist committed through your teaching, research, and service to making the world a better place. Students who took your classes at MSU consider you an inspiring teacher who taught them to think. Your research accomplishments launched entire areas of study. Your work has significant implications for controlling plant growth and development and for increasing the quantity, quality, and wholesomeness of the food supply. With more than 750 scientific publications, you have demonstrated your commitment to communicating your research findings.

Working with commercial vegetable growers, you contributed significantly to development of the vegetable industry in Michigan. Abroad, you provided technical assistance to agricultural research and development projects in the Near East, Africa, Southeast Asia, South and Central America, China, and the Far East. Your partnership with Chinese agricultural scientists led to the highly acclaimed book, Feeding a Billion, which documents the success of the Chinese in food self-sufficiency.

Because of your experience with international agriculture and your research on the effects of climate on food production, you were named chair of the National Research Council’s Board of Agriculture and Natural Resources. Your expertise in many aspects of global agricultural issues permeated discussions about the growing environmental impacts of some agricultural technologies.

You capped your career as director of the Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, where you introduced several innovations including a peer review system for in-house grants that prepared faculty for competitive national grant programs.

You love your work, your family, and your church and are most content when you are engaged in these professional and personal responsibilities. For your enormous energy, your integrity, and your intense focus on using your scientific expertise for the benefit of humanity, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree, Doctor of Agriculture, from Michigan State University.

HONORARY DEGREE

SHIRLEY K. PASANT

You are a role model in your dedication to supporting education, the arts, and your community. As president of the Athenaeum and Shirley Pasant Foundation, you exercise leadership that reflects your humanistic values and your sense of civic responsibility for using your resources to advance these values and responsibilities.

You value education. You are the matriarch of a three-generation Michigan State University family. Your late husband earned a bachelor’s degree here; two of your sons and a grandson followed him to MSU, and now your granddaughter is a student here. Your personal commitment to Michigan State University is evident in your service on the President’s Campaign Cabinet as well as in your endowment of scholarships and the American Indian Studies Program. You have also made possible a chair in finance that has helped the Eli Broad College of Business develop one of the best finance departments in the country. MSU students have also benefited significantly from your support of the arts in education through public broadcasting and the Pasant Theatre in the Wharton Center for Performing Arts.

You are a community benefactor, too, volunteering your time and providing generous financial support to local organizations such as Eli’s Place, Critter Alley Wildlife Rehabilitation Center, and the Nokomis Learning Center. For your community efforts, the Capital Region Community Foundation named you Philanthropist of the Year in 2000.

You are a generous benefactor of a variety of causes and services that support Michigan State University and this community. For your altruism in giving back to your community in so many ways, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree, Doctor of Management, from Michigan State University.

HONORARY DEGREE

SYLVAN H. WITTWER

You are a world-renowned horticulturist committed through your teaching, research, and service to making the world a better place. Students who took your classes at MSU consider you an inspiring teacher who taught them to think. Your research accomplishments launched entire areas of study. Your work has significant implications for controlling plant growth and development and for increasing the quantity, quality, and wholesomeness of the food supply. With more than 750 scientific publications, you have demonstrated your commitment to communicating your research findings.

Working with commercial vegetable growers, you contributed significantly to development of the vegetable industry in Michigan. Abroad, you provided technical assistance to agricultural research and development projects in the Near East, Africa, Southeast Asia, South and Central America, China, and the Far East. Your partnership with Chinese agricultural scientists led to the highly acclaimed book, Feeding a Billion, which documents the success of the Chinese in food self-sufficiency.

Because of your experience with international agriculture and your research on the effects of climate on food production, you were named chair of the National Research Council’s Board of Agriculture and Natural Resources. Your expertise in many aspects of global agricultural issues permeated discussions about the growing environmental impacts of some agricultural technologies.

You capped your career as director of the Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, where you introduced several innovations including a peer review system for in-house grants that prepared faculty for competitive national grant programs.

You love your work, your family, and your church and are most content when you are engaged in these professional and personal responsibilities. For your enormous energy, your integrity, and your intense focus on using your scientific expertise for the benefit of humanity, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree, Doctor of Agriculture, from Michigan State University.
ORDER OF CEREMONIES
Baccalaureate Degrees
Morning Ceremony
Presiding

PETER MCPHERSON, President, Michigan State University

PROCESSIONAL
The MSU Jazz Band I
RODNEY WHITAKER, Conductor

STAR-SPANGLED BANNER
ASHTON MOORE, Sophomore, Jazz Studies, MSU School of Music
The MSU Jazz Band I

MOMENT OF SILENCE

PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREE CANDIDATES
PAUL M. HUNTE, Associate Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies, Michigan State University

ADDRESS
ELI BROAD
Chairman, AEG SanAmerica Inc.
Founder, The Broad Foundation
Los Angeles, California

SPECIAL MUSIC
Harlem Airshaft
The MSU Jazz Band I
RODNEY WHITAKER, Conductor

INTRODUCTION AND REMARKS
DONALD W. NUGENT, Chairperson, MSU Board of Trustees

SENIOR CLASS REMARKS
CHRISTINE MARIE ALTIMORE

PRESENTATION OF CLASS GIFT
LAURA F. SPENCE AND PAUL R. HAGE

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
PETER MCPHERSON
President, Michigan State University

PRESENTATION OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES’ AWARDS

RECOGNITION OF HONORS AND HIGH HONORS

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS

ALMA MATER
M.S.U. We love thy shadows
When twilight comes to pass,
Our loyal souls shall rise
And gather round the MSU! (The Band, Mr. Moore, and Audience)

RECESSIONAL
The MSU Jazz Band I

ORDER OF CEREMONIES
Baccalaureate Degree
Afternoon Ceremony
Presiding

PETER MCPHERSON, President, Michigan State University

PROCESSIONAL
The MSU Jazz Band I
RODNEY WHITAKER, Conductor

STAR-SPANGLED BANNER
ASHTON MOORE, Sophomore, Jazz Studies, MSU School of Music
The MSU Jazz Band I

MOMENT OF SILENCE

PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREE CANDIDATES
PAUL M. HUNTE, Associate Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies, Michigan State University

ADDRESS
ELEANOR M. JOSAITIS
Chief Operating Officer and Co-founder
Focus: HOPE
Detroit, Michigan

SPECIAL MUSIC
Three in One
Thad Jones

INTRODUCTION AND REMARKS
DONALD W. NUGENT, Chairperson, MSU Board of Trustees

SENIOR CLASS REMARKS
SHARONE R. SENK

PRESENTATION OF CLASS GIFT
LAURA F. SPENCE AND PAUL R. HAGE

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
PETER MCPHERSON
President, Michigan State University

PRESENTATION OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES’ AWARDS

RECOGNITION OF HONORS AND HIGH HONORS

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS

ALMA MATER
M.S.U. We love thy shadows
When twilight comes to pass,
Our loyal souls shall rise
And gather round the MSU! (The Band, Mr. Moore, and Audience)

RECESSIONAL
The MSU Jazz Band I

We would like to express our appreciation to the Senior Class Council and staff for their assistance at the commencement exercises. The audience is requested to remain seated while those in the processional are entering and leaving the arena.
SUMMER SEMESTER, 2002

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

** With Honor
** With High Honor

** Kelly C. Cashen
** Jessica Jo Burger
** Bronwen Leigh Jesswein
** Alicia D. Jackson
** Cara Elizabeth Munsell
** Brian Christopher Carl

** Tyler Mitchell Blakslee
** Josh Ray Brown
** Bretton John Dennis
** Heather Danielle Beachy
** Allison Joy Barber

** Sam Evalt
** Catherine Joanne Povilaitis
** Bradley Scott Davidsen
** Kistilan Jerah Dark
** Monica Renee Harris
** Melissa Lee Malone
** Paula Lynn Norton
** Yvonne Denise Kopin

** Lewis-Mustafa

** Patricia Jayne Appleby
** Anna Marie Brehm
** Erika Ashley Dittmar
** Andrew John Hungerford
** Sarah Jane LaJoye
** Charles Ryan Teunis
** Karen D. O’Connor
** Benjaruin Gordon

** Andrew Charles Jackson
** Brent Cameron Mills

** Sarah B. Kurzhals

** Nicole Marie Lowes

** William Charles Brink
** Debra Ruth Brown
** James William Hull
** Brian Palmer Lick

** David Howard Stowell
** Dietrich Christine Pizzala

** Stephanie Alicia Ascher
** Heather Marie Alsp
** Benne Eunice Baker-Smith
** Adam Scheidt

** David Matthew Xavier Press
** Tianna Marie Ferris

** Spanish
** French
** German
** History
** Interdisciplinary

** German
** French
** German

** Education
** Philosophy
** Film

** Art
** Art Education
** Art History
** Art Theory

** English
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** Music
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BUSINESS

DEGREE

16

* Evan Hamilton Horstman

Christopher Jacobson

Mary Elizabeth Adcock

Michael David Johnson

Jennifer Cantle

Cardie Marie Karrn

Reid W. Kinke

** William Gilbert Khalil III

Brian Charles Kenne

Brian Paul Krzyzaniak

Anthony M. Lesard

Arline Loblo

Kevin Michael Luskov

Anthony Michael Lyons

Christopher Kevin Martin

Patrick Brian McGraw

David Gregory Mercer

Christina Jeanne Miller

Cieran William Mitchell

Derek Eugene Mitchell

Aaron H. Motrith

Brooke Anne Nienhaus

Ellen Rich O’Connor

Mathew O’Connor Scott

Jeremy Michael Owen

Christopher Joseph Papik

Kenny B. Patterson

Jrerer Perez Perez

Yves H. Perus

Jason Phillips

Joseph Paroanu Reis

Justin Gregory Ringer

Mariisa Kelly Rose

Chu Ki Sun

** Joseph Smith

Jewel Mary Lynn Williams

Christopher Paul Nowicki

** Anna Joyce Schwartz

Ryan C. Scroggins

Kristen Michelle Sexon

Dominique Wood West

Angela Marit Sittaro

Richard Lee Smith

Lisa Marie Spisak

Gina J. Spinaezze

Nicole Elizabeth Stemberger

Charles Joseph Scott

Tiffany Renee Street

Vanessa Christine Sylvia

Andrea Rae T cavity

David Scalora Tony

Giovanni L. Thomas

Daniel Thomas J. Thompson

Morgan Suzanne Tranjovski

Kimberly Marie Vogt

Russell Wade Tevesam

Jarnie Nicole Wallace

College of Communication Arts and Sciences

JAMES D. SPANIOLO, DEAN

17

GRADUATED — SUMMER, 2002

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Advising
Mary Elizabeth Adcock

Michael Paul Adonis

Delia Melanita Alipatl

Sarahdart Amiel

Damon A. Anderson

Eric Lee Andrews

Melissa L. Bergman

Sarah Boardman

Thomas Clements Bovio

Holly Kay Bow

Brandi Kathleen Brown

Jason Alexander Callender

Rachelle Louise Cargiol

Wen-Shin Chiang

Ryan Patrick Conway

Sommer Joy Coon

Kathleen D. Corp

Todd D. Custer

Reena Lea Dobos

Michael A. Donny

Erith Leigh Edg

Ryan Edwards

Brian Englichad

Erika Fisher

Kelsee Ruth Fournier

Johanna Lynn Schulte

Emily Jane Horcha

Marc Schumaker

Angela Theresa Silvani

(Continued)

Marisa Jhorsithan

Joshua Robert Tait

Christopher John Wages

Diana Luke Winkler

Dominique Wood West

Christina Ann Zigalis

journalism

Adrian Michael Arscott

Christopher Edward Belfius

Angela Lauren Bochemk

Jill Anne Baldwin

Robin Marie D’Angelo

Lauren Elizabeth Jacob

Chris Lee

Aaron Thomas Prince

Michael T. Rose

Stephen Edward Sadowski

Pamela E. Spencer

Justin Jared Stueart

Jacqueline Nicholas Tripi

Ba h ACHEL OR

R. T. "Troy" Brown

Johanna Lynn Schulte

Jeffrey E. Clark

Michael James Anderson

Michael Jonathan Farkas

W. Nicolas Schemm

Zorinah Siddharth Gujral

Gary Thomas Her

Jill Noel Sciba

Nicholas Reed Zeidler

April Beth Fish

Shaneen Rebecca Rosen

Kongsoun Soun

Jillian Dawn Gibson

Kevin Scott Babcock

Martha Amy Lea

Brendan K. Maller

Ying Tat Sung

April Beth Fish

Shaneen Rebecca Rosen

John Dellivan Maynard IV

Jennifer Leigh Oberski

University of Wisconsin-Green Bay

Corina K. Kowalski

Kathleen Marie Morrison

Marian J. Neef

Jessica Johnson

Seth Craig LaFevor

Heather Nicolett Greer

Kimberly J. Rathsburg

Morgan Danielle

James Anthony Seeley

David Jacoby

Kenny Thigpen

Kevin Conley

Lauren Elizabeth Jacobs

Emily Jane Horcha

Amber Angela Grzelak

Steven Frank Pauli

Jill Noel Sciba

Nicholas Reed Zeidler

April Beth Fish

Shaneen Rebecca Rosen

Kongsoun Soun

Jillian Dawn Gibson

Kevin Scott Babcock

Trenton D. Chron

Jenifer Melina

Dominique Woods

Kathleen Marie Morrison

Marian J. Neef

Jessica Johnson

Seth Craig LaFevor

Heather Nicolett Greer

Kimberly J. Rathsburg

Morgan Danielle

James Anthony Seeley

David Jacoby

Kenny Thigpen

Kevin Conley

Lauren Elizabeth Jacobs

Emily Jane Horcha

Amber Angela Grzelak

Steven Frank Pauli

Jill Noel Sciba

Nicholas Reed Zeidler

April Beth Fish

Shaneen Rebecca Rosen

Kongsoun Soun

Jillian Dawn Gibson

Kevin Scott Babcock

Trenton D. Chron

Jenifer Melina

Dominique Woods

Kathleen Marie Morrison

Marian J. Neef

Jessica Johnson

Seth Craig LaFevor

Heather Nicolett Greer

Kimberly J. Rathsburg

Morgan Danielle

James Anthony Seeley

David Jacoby

Kenny Thigpen

Kevin Conley

Lauren Elizabeth Jacobs

Emily Jane Horcha

Amber Angela Grzelak

Steven Frank Pauli

Jill Noel Sciba

Nicholas Reed Zeidler

April Beth Fish

Shaneen Rebecca Rosen

Kongsoun Soun

Jillian Dawn Gibson

Kevin Scott Babcock

Trenton D. Chron

Jenifer Melina

Dominique Woods

Kathleen Marie Morrison

Marian J. Neef
**COMMUNICATION ARTS AND SCIENCES**

**DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS**

**Communication (Continued)**


College of Education

**GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 2002**

**DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS**

**Education**

*Learn E. Albott David West Adams Holly Ann Aitton Sarah B. Avery Adam J. Backum Meredith M. Brown Tonya Rochelle Beulder Maeghan Ellen Cain Collete M. Calibian

Crasy Lynn Chrisensen Jeffrey James Clark Amanda Lin Colvin Kevin Michael Conrad Kristin A. David Alyssa M. DeMaiofick Emily Anne Dixon Lore Ceci Marleni Fox Kirsty Lynn Macrilli Krista Lynn Marie Martin

Sarah Marie Martinez Chyka Ferris Messner Jodie Moler Rachael J. Oulahan Christine Grace Palzerzlo Jessica A. Ruess Jennifer M. Popa Katie R. Millet Cillan Marie Portwood Alexa L. Pruch

Sara Marie Martinez Chyka Ferris Messner Jodie Moler Rachael J. Oulahan Christine Grace Palzerzlo Jessica A. Ruess Jennifer M. Popa Katie R. Millet Cillan Marie Portwood Alexa L. Pruch

**College of Education**

**GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 2002**

**DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS**

**Biosystems Engineering**

Lindsey Beth Bevilaqua

**Chemical Engineering**

John Damod Michael James Janowski Carl Anthony Johnson Jr. Benjamin Jayson McCusky

**Civil Engineering**

Amber Elizabeth Belfante Emily Cay Harrington Victoria Ann Nored Margaret Kimmy Walker

**Computer Engineering**

Carl J. Develov James Isaac LaRocca

**Health Science**

Jennifer Susan Hawley Steven James Hayes

**Inter-University Studies**


**Language and Literature**

Jennifer Susan Hawley Steven James Hayes
CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 2002

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Michelle Therese Aaron
Kristin Gaye Aulie
Arian Denman Berlin
** Renelle L. Chovan
Keith David Cronovich
Christopher Patrick Desmons
** Kalyth Deane
** Carole De Pasquale
** Kathryn Devor Evanec
Amy Elizabeth Goryl
Andrew Russell Francis
Gwinnell
** Gregory Wilhelm Hope

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 2002

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Maricela Flores
Shilea M. Jackson
Bryan Matthew Plasters

Candace Brennan Stortz
Brett Ryan Whidad
Scott E. Zienkelder

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

H* Matthew Ryan Dutton
H* Caner Sakin

H* Joel Randle Szirtes
* Justin Lee Winslow
* Megan A. Volk

* Laura Kristin Hayward
* Courtney Kaye Verellen

* Janile Lynae Wilhelm
* Janeile Lynae Wilhelm

* Amanda Ann Standish
* Kathryn L. Thompson
* Ashley Van Coppenole
* Zachary Thomas
* Amanda Van Der Meer
* Elizabeth Winslow
* Traci Lynne Wrightman
* Nicole Karen Wilson
* Isma Rani Zariab
FALL SEMESTER, 2002

CANDIDATES—FALL SEMESTER, 2002

Environmental Biology/ Microbiology
Michael Kramer

Environmental Biology/ Zoology
Brent D. Campau
Shawn P. Grice
Michelle Marie Tasia
Jason Thomas Zalack

Human Biology
John Joseph Burton
Molly L. Inglis
Voonck Yue Lee
Zachary J. Lofrak

Medical Technology
Yale Alpert
Kai Korylow Bowens
Reiner G. Lover
Beth Ellen Nuss
Enka Renae Gauthier
Kencela Chylundra
Veil
Gwen Vander Veld

Microbiology
Eric D. Belk
Laura A. Curren

Lynn Briggs—School of Biological Sciences
Michael Ryan Beckley
Kristen Chapelle
John Michael Ricebo
Joshua Sean Foley

Jennifer Leah Gatch
David Gregory Hernandez
April Ann Hodnick
Curis Benjamin Howard

Jennifer E. Kelce

Physiology
Brian N. Rezavani

Entomology
Elsa Terese Collins

B. Honors College
* With Honor
** With High Honor

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Pharmacology
H. Luice Michael Britski
Andrey Richard Demps
Kal J. Fish
Eric James Foster
Jordan Michelle Frizao
Kristina Koontz
Trisha Marie Lezak
Melina Anne Masciullo
Elizabeth Margesson

* Matthew Glenn Reynolds
Douglas James Seybert
Monica LaNe Sommers

Zoology
Dawn M. Acron
Theodore C. Amos
Varsha Camille-Cavin
Jason W. DeGroot
Myra Jo Dennis

Tammy Kay Beo
Aaron Forin
Stacy Lynn Gilbertson
Ell C. Halter
Tumalo Harnett
Jonathan Edward Heath
Courtney Lynee Vreck
Glenda Simone Holland
Oliv C. Krosnem I

Thomas P. Loch
Rebecca Sue McCarty
Marcia Lynn Schult
H. Christen E. Mertz
Scott Thomas Muller

* Megan Hope Murphy
Gretchen Nicole Pine

H. Shannon Noel Shaw
Laura Beth Vonderfecht
Jamie Marie Whitely

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Chemistry
Vanessa A. Monday

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Biological Sciences
Ronald William Lawfaw

Biology and Molecular Biology
Alia Vasti Hecht Hinz

Biological and Molecular Biology
Boone Elen Eberick
Andrew J. Koskey
Todd Andrew Lydic
Brandan A. Pabst
Alicia Weldon

Biology, Mathematics
Ryan Michael Garro
Joseph Robert Miller Jr.
Jeffrey Swehla Dubnicka

Lyman Briggs School
Sarah Lydia Lebeis

* Amy Michele Maxson

* Amy Kathryn Spray
Jennifer Alie Stawicki
Landon C. Weiss
Shanly Ber Wills

Anita K. Wunby
Jani D'Lance Yooness

Mathematics
Joseph John Burton
Molly L. Inglis
Voonck Yue Lee
Zachary J. Lofrak

* Brian J. Meuser
Jennifer Evelyn Dicher
James R. DaIaII Il
Timothy M. Edwards
Tammara Rose Ellison

* H. Traicie Nicole Howland
Maria Jessica Hyatt
Ashley D. Jackson
Alexander Thomas Mers
David Scott Muir
Andra Yvonne Reynolds
Tonya Laura Smith
Azmel Nicole Stewart
Mark C. Vanneste
Dawn Nobile Wojak

Lynn Briggs—School of Biological Sciences
Michael Ryan Beckley
Kristen Chapelle
John Michael Ricebo
Joshua Sean Foley

Jennifer Leah Gatch
David Gregory Hernandez
April Ann Hodnick
Curis Benjamin Howard

Jennifer E. Kelce

Physiology
Brian N. Rezavani

Entomology
Elsa Terese Collins

B. Honors College
* With Honor
** With High Honor

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (Continued)

Mathematics
* H. Steven Joseph Guillaudeu

* Sarah E. Burns
Mathematics

Astrophysics
Elisa Terese Collins
Brian John Mathews
Brian Edward Schantz

* Eric James Foster

* Matthew Glenn Reynolds
Douglas James Seybert
Monica LaNe Sommers

Zoology
Dawn M. Acron
Theodore C. Amos
Varsha Camille-Cavin
Jason W. DeGroot
Myra Jo Dennis

Tammy Kay Beo
Aaron Forin
Stacy Lynn Gilbertson
Ell C. Halter
Tumalo Harnett
Jonathan Edward Heath
Courtney Lynee Vreck
Glenda Simone Holland
Oliv C. Krosnem I

Thomas P. Loch
Rebecca Sue McCarty
Marcia Lynn Schult
H. Christen E. Mertz
Scott Thomas Muller

* Megan Hope Murphy
Gretchen Nicole Pine

H. Shannon Noel Shaw
Laura Beth Vonderfecht
Jamie Marie Whitely

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

College of Nursing
MARIETTA L. ROBERT, DEAN

GRADUATED—SUMMER SEMESTER, 2002

Melissa Geralyn Earle
Deborah Sue Fehlhaus-Trinh
Joy Lee-Ame Holey
Jennifer Lynn Gardner
Laura E. Gavig
Tamara Elaine Geloff—
Waschask
Peeny E. Green-Halverman

Colorado College

Daniel W. Klein
Joel T. Stiefel
Dennis Edward Thir.
Roan Aron Valey
Sarah Marie Huber
Laura Tiffany Jr.
Seon Jing
Tracy Robert Johnson
Stephanie Rose Kirk
Matthew Robert Lasokow
Laura Mae McKen
Caryn Marie Charikie
Amelia Kay Miller

Geisln Giessel Moore
Kristopher Allen Murdoch
Allen Vincent Nekowski
Kimberly Marie Parsons
Andrew Lee Pheps
Kerry Lynne Ruckeck
Lauren L. Renson
Sarah Anne Sadow
James Lynn Steele

Interdisciplinary Studies in Social Science, Human Aging
Sherry A. Eckert

Interdisciplinary Studies in Social Science- Human Resources and Society
Jeremy Matthew Barkley
Jaini L. Rehe

Elizabeth Sugar Beresh
Megan K. Cantrell
Christopher J. Cardenas
Chelsei T. Chambers
Robert Riel Crouch Jr.
Carly Rae Cuklev

Christina Cunningham
Katrina LeTrice Kowey
Sean Michael Kild

Grene Rose Kunzmann

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

College of Nursing
MARIETTA L. ROBERT, DEAN

GRADUATED—SUMMER SEMESTER, 2002

Melissa Geralyn Earle
Deborah Sue Fehlhaus-Trinh
Joy Lee-Ame Holey
Jennifer Lynn Gardner
Laura E. Gavig
Tamara Elaine Geloff—
Waschask
Peeny E. Green-Halverman

Colorado College

Daniel W. Klein
Joel T. Stiefel
Dennis Edward Thir.
Roan Aron Valey
Sarah Marie Huber
Laura Tiffany Jr.
Seon Jing
Tracy Robert Johnson
Stephanie Rose Kirk
Matthew Robert Lasokow
Laura Mae McKen
Caryn Marie Charikie
Amelia Kay Miller

Geisln Giessel Moore
Kristopher Allen Murdoch
Allen Vincent Nekowski
Kimberly Marie Parsons
Andrew Lee Pheps
Kerry Lynne Ruckeck
Lauren L. Renson
Sarah Anne Sadow
James Lynn Steele

Interdisciplinary Studies in Social Science, Human Aging
Sherry A. Eckert

Interdisciplinary Studies in Social Science- Human Resources and Society
Jeremy Matthew Barkley
Jaini L. Rehe

Elizabeth Sugar Beresh
Megan K. Cantrell
Christopher J. Cardenas
Chelsei T. Chambers
Robert Riel Crouch Jr.
Carly Rae Cuklev

Christina Cunningham
Katrina LeTrice Kowey
Sean Michael Kild

Grene Rose Kunzmann

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
The following students have completed their ROTC education at Michigan State University and have received their commissions as reserve officers of the United States Air Force or the United States Army in the branches indicated.

**GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 2002**

**AEROSPACE STUDIES**

Melanie Anne Shingledecker

**MILITARY SCIENCE**

Air Defense Artillery
Jason Robert Rovers

Chemical Corps
Brandon Wagner

**CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 2002**

**AEROSPACE STUDIES**

Kathryn Camille Jordan

Stephen Lewis McQuillan

Brent Gregory Rigleke

**MILITARY SCIENCE**

Chemical Corps

Laura Elaine Martin

Infantry

Zacharias Sepulveda

Erik Jolly
ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Graduate Degrees

Presenting

PETER MCPHERSON, President, Michigan State University

PROCESSIONAL

The MSU Symphony Band

WESLEY J. BROADNAX, Conductor

STAR-SPANGLED BANNER

LARA K. TROYER, Doctoral Student, Music Performance, MSU School of Music

The MSU Symphony Band

MOMENT OF SILENCE

PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREE CANDIDATES

PAUL M. HUNT

Associate Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies, Michigan State University

ADDRESS

MARK MALLOCH BROWN

Administrator

United Nations Development Programme

New York, New York

SPECIAL MUSIC

Academic Festival Overture

The MSU Symphony Band

Arranged by Joseph Spaniola

WESLEY J. BROADNAX, Conductor

INTRODUCTION AND REMARKS

DONALD W. NUGENT, Chairperson, MSU Board of Trustees

CONFERRING OF DEGREES

PETER MCPHERSON

President, Michigan State University

ALMA MATER

M.S.U., We love thy shadows

When twilight silence falls,

Flushing deep and softly paling

O’er ivy-covered halls,

Beneath the pines we’ll gather

To give our faith so true,

Sing our love for Alma Mater

And thy praises, M.S.U.

(The Band, Ms. Troyer, and Audience)

RECESSIONAL

The MSU Symphony Band

WESLEY J. BROADNAX, Conductor

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 2002

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS

Music Conducting

Gregory James Wolynec

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Agricultural and Extension Education

Hal Curtis Hudson

Nicole Sheree Webster

Agustin Lopez Anzures

Brady J. Deaton Jr.

American Studies

Anthony Joseph Michel

Christopher York

Anatomy

Gail A. Shafer-Crane

Animal Science

Kalir Kozikaya

Applied Mathematics

Kai Huang

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Wayne A. Hicks

Botany and Plant Pathology

Julie A. Greaves

Jeffrey Michael Stin

Botany and Plant Pathology and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior

Heather E. Hallen

Business Administration

Risanna Garcia

Sanghoon Hurvaniceh

Michael J. Wesson

Yi Zhang

Chemical Engineering

Shuangjie Zhou

Chemistry

Randall Wayne Hicks

Stacy L. Hively

Igor Pestrek

Joseph Samuel Waud III

College and University Administration

Dorothy Ann Reed

Communication Arts and Sciences-Mass Media

Sajang Martin Choi

Jennifer L. Conge

David Weissent

Computer Science

Nasser Asem

Rein Lien Bau

Denis D. Perkins

Vibhavasri Vuppala

We would like to express our appreciation to the staff for their assistance at the commencement exercises. The audience is requested to remain at their seats while those in the processional are entering and leaving the arena.
DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Geography
Brian L. Becker
D. Lynch

Higher Adult and Lifelong Education
Patricia Anne Kenney
A. Austin

David Anthony Sam
R. Moore

Allyn Radcliffe Shaw
M. Davis

History
Julia Robinson Harmon
D. Bailey

Daud Joseph Leren
M. Fliangan

History-Urban Studies
Vilhua Bhullu
L. Fine & L. Page

Horticulture
Robert Henry Cichewicz II
M. Nair

Human Environment: Design and Management
Linda Swihart Nielsen
B. Stermpist

Human Nutrition-Environmental Toxicology
Soo-Young Kang
L. Bouquin

K-12 Educational Administration
Catherine J. Asti
P. Cusick

Kinobiology
Lyntne Leigh Craft
D. Feliz

Swar Khang Ton
R. Molina

Linguistics
Masahiro Hara
D. Preston

Mastersville Science and Engineering
Hyun-Woon Shin
P. Kwon

Mathematics
Ellinay Emuk
J. McCarthy

Chi Shin Lim
C. Ronthaus

Svettina Raudonas
M. Frazier

William R. Vautaw
J. McCarthy

Mechanical Engineering
Douglas G. Boldt
M. Koschelshakian

Takunit Kemere Das
R. Mokhrzadeh

Xubin Gu
T. Shi

Microbiology and Molecular Genetics
Scott M. Done
M. Volks

Hougui Gei
R. Schwartz

Zaging Li
V. Maher

Andrew J. Skidum
S. Conrad

Xi Di Wang
V. Mahler

Music
James David Hurst
D. Conway

Dawn Thomason Emensiel
C. Taggart

Tao-Biao Yang
C. Taggart

Packaging
Cengiz Caner
B. Hiete

Jung Koo Han
S. Silke

Ornain Panyung
H. Hughes

Pork: Recreation and Tourism Resources
Kevin A. Nelson
E. Mahoney

DEGREE OF EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST

Olena Bartik
Alissa J. Blasing

Pharmacology and Toxicology
Amy Kanish Lynn Banes
S. Watts

Sarah Black Jones
A. Cufagna

Science
Sue Cheng
S. Peat

Khadi Fatih Elid
J. Bass

Dechan Muttill
V. Zelezinsky

Plant Breeding and Genetics-Horticulture
Ekaterina Papadopolou
R. Guemet

Political Science
Misa Nishikawa
D. Paterson

Mark A. Sours
S. Gates

Jong-Tim Wang
D. Davis

Political Science-Urban Studies
Shun-Jie Ji
B. Silver

Psychology
Catherine Meige Arrington
T. Curr

Bradford S. Bell
S. Kowalski

Aman El-Atayli
L. Messe

Ruth Ellen Eichen
B. Karon

Lisa B. Galasso
R. Caldwell

Jessica Goodkind
C. Sullivan

Alissa Christine Hruby-Bocks
A. Levendosky

Angela Marie McBride
N. Abeles

Carla Marie Monsenere
D. Thoron

Rebecca C. O'Connell
B. Karon

Rehabilitation Counseling Education
Andrew A. Phanstiel
N. Crewe

Resource Development
Melissa D. Hauge
G. Rowan

Stephen R. Pennington
S. Winter

Social Science
Todd Eugene Bricker
D. Carter

Yung Hyoook Lee
F. Horvath

Karin S. Markel
P. Berg

Margus Saurin"Shoshine
P. Manning

Patrick Brian Varan
T. Byun

Sociology
Shu-Fen Kao
M. Aronoff

Nancy Jennifer Meezy
M. Zinu

Statistics
Fuxian Cheng
H. Koul

Funchi Kong
D. Gilliland

Lianyan Li
H. Koul

Ong V. Makkein
A. Skorodilh & H. Saleije

Pingnong Ni
H. Koul

Yichuan Xia
C. Page & M. Melt

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology and Behavior
Puja Bhat
B. Teyor

Brian E. Kau
T. Burton

David Francis Ralikow
S. Hamilton

Pharmaceutical and Biological Sciences
Amy Kanish Lynn Banes
S. Watts

Sarah Black Jones
A. Cufagna

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF MUSIC

Music Conducting
John Stanley Ross
J. Whitwell

Music Performance
Ermin Avramovic Baratovni
S. Bagatini

Jui Wan Chli
D. Lee

Joneen Lindon
D. Miora

Jong-goo Kim
D. Lee

Sooil Lee
D. Lee

Jorge Luis Richter
L. Gregorini

Ling-Yi Yu Yang
S. Bagatini

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Agricultural and Extension Education
Timothy Alan Brauman
S. Levine

Julianne Price
D. Krueger

Gary Alan Tipsa
S. Levine

Agricultural Economics
Bisheh Baha Adhikari
I. Chueh

Kawai Nagaer
B. Bernstein

Geo. Arthur Young
J. Allen

American Studies
Peter M. Gingin
G. Heppenstall

Aleen O'Connor Cronin
J. Laderon

Kerry Anne Duft
S. Rachman

Mary P. O'Gurster
J. Laderon

Stephen Alan Jones
D. Bailey

Animal Science
Bill Adams
D. Breda

Hugo Roman Rosario
M. Yokoyama

Lisa Felipe Prada e Silva
M. VanderHoe

Jennifer Brigitte Wells Jacobs
J. Burton

Anthropology
Amy Jo Hirschman
H. Pollard

Julie A. Pellicer
S. Krouse

David J. Pennek
D. Dwyer

Archeology and Astronomy
Michael Wayne Davis
E. Leb

Brian David Shapere
J. Kagani

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Shiung M. Kamezi
P. Green

Scot Ortonen
S. Tieszenberg

Lyfe Adam Simmons
J. Kaguni

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and Physics
Brandon Michael Hampelede
S. Looth

Biotechnology Engineering
Md. Tahaful Islam
F. Bakker-Arkema

Chris Yu Yi Ye
W. Northcott

Business Administration
Lawrence H. Blajar
E. Outlay

Cynthia Elizabeth Dowers
W. Riesman

Anu Makiver Farrell
M. Shields

Karina Suvitch
T. Stork

Ola Mark Smith
M. Shields

Elisz Somorz
R. Calistone

Cell and Molecular Biology
Michelle Ann Battle
V. Mahler

Oscar Caballent
J. Walton

Maria Fernanda Pino
K. Oxlon

Chemical Engineering
David R. Krop
M. Worden

Darnell D. Marchant
K. Jayayusin

Guangdong Shi
L. Drial

Chemical Physics
Daniel Edward Dohro
P. Martina

Chemistry
Heather A. Bollen
S. Garrett

Jae-Yang Cho
M. Smith III

Jadith Dai
M. Brunning

John L. Della Cruz
G. Blanchard

Michael John Dorko
S. Garrett

Shannon Marie Hoymont
G. Swain

Matosse Lukate Hepert
G. Swain

Xianghu Jin
J. Geiger

Lei Kadeparis
G. Blanchard

Bo Yeong Kim
M. Brunning

Eric L. Ruggles
M. Radeka

Bradley J. Saeve
G. Blanchard

Jian Wang
G. Swain

Malgnaata Anna Witek
G. Swain

Marinut A. Zhangala
M. Kazantidis

Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
Permiander Agarwal
K. Bergland & G. Blanchard

Civil Engineering
Mohammed A. Azin Elwaa
W. Sad

Mohammed Farouk Elfrayeh
P. Sourouchid

Jong-Suk Park
W. Taylor

Rushan Tao
V. Sosipoluk

Communication
Phayvat Shamil Patel
K. White

Debra Lynn Frazier Peterson
C. Afken

Erik S. Bakker-Arkema
K. Tomberini

Engineering Sciences and Materials Media
Linda J. Hofschir
B. Greenberg

Jay Neelurt
R. Lakose

Hym Soon Roosnhi
C. Salmono

JoAn Leigh Roznowski
B. Reene

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 2002

MAJOR PROFESSOR

Mohammed A. Azin Elwaa
W. Sad

Mohammed Farouk Elfrayeh
P. Sourouchid

Jong-Suk Park
W. Taylor

Rushan Tao
V. Sosipoluk

Mohammed A. Azin Elwaa
W. Sad

Mohammed Farouk Elfrayeh
P. Sourouchid

Jong-Suk Park
W. Taylor

Rushun Tao
V. Sosipoluk
MEDICAL DEGREES

College of Human Medicine

GLENN DAVIS, DEAN

GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 2002

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

Rebecca Lew Armour
Christopher Edward Herald
Naveen Chudasama
Christina Fouad Ibrahim
Stephanie Cummings
Christina Gudin
Timothy James Crone
Stacia Gilda Marie LaGarde
Michael M. Johnson
Michelle Marie McLean

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

Deborah Marie Hefner
Jennifer Anne Pahnmann
Jan Ruth Penzone-Yi
James Patrick Pickett Jr.
Gennaro Marc Polverino

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 2002

Antje Nicole Beth-Joslin
Timothy James Crone
Tiffany Michele Hebert
Rebecca Lew Armour
Naveen Cherukuri
Stephanie Comrnings
Sylvia Cota Castro
Veronica Yvette Miller
Delphine L. Walker

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

William Straemple, Dean

GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 2002

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

Lena Annette Heinen
Eliza Vaynman Pals

CANDIDATE — FALL SEMESTER, 2002

Daniel Paul Cesario

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 2002

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

LONNIE J. KING, DEAN

GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 2002

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

Antje Nicole Beth-Joslin

MASTER’S DEGREES

College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

JEFFREY D. ARMSTRONG, DEAN

GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 2002

DEGREE OF MASTER’S SCIENCE

Agricultural and Extension Education

Jason Robert Griffith
Lyndon L. Kelley
Kelly E. MacGregor
Tricia Lynn Marshall
Gerald L. Pichte Jr.

Agricultural Economics

Hineson B. Katjonoung
Chistine Tihening

Animal Science

Eris Gwen Brown
Lauren Ellen Davis
Martin F. Ledwaba
Matthew John Ritter
Jason Michael Scheffler
Jeffrey Joseph Sinclair

Animal Health Economics

Fernanda Paola Balsevich
Pierto Veygas
Annie Lynette Hightower
Tshio Makombe
Juan Gonzalez Pach向前
Carey Catherine Risch

Agricultural Technology and Systems Management

Ann M. Shatuck

Animal Science

Jeniacia Eston-Balder
Michael Willard Kuntzinger
Geoff Erald Komar
Richard A. Longuski

Biosystems Engineering

Nicholas Robert Friant
Scott C. Millsp

Building Construction Management

Kristin D. Rider
Namita Mehrotra
Reshmi Sambare

Crop and Soil Sciences

Pingping Jiang

Fisheries and Wildlife

Laura Fattel Cims
Taniacka Nakbi Dandridge
Eric L. Hemeil
Richard C. Mykat
Todd Christian Wills

Plant Science

Jeffrey Joseph Sindelar
Dale Robert Friant
Namita Mehrotra
Nicholas Robert Friant

Crop and Soil Sciences

Tricia Lynn Marshall
Martin F. Ledwaba
Erin Gwen Brown

Agricultural Economics

L. Piche Jr.
Kelley L. Chhime Tshering

Building Construction Management

Heather J. Zaluski

Environmental Science

Sandra L. Pankon
Erica Catherine Stanton
Carrie R. Sisen

Food Science

Rongming Chen
Julie Jean DeLongh
Kari Rahtz-Harris

Forestry and Urban Studies

Lora A. Shroegh
Leigh Ann Spence

Horticulture

Karen Ann Cichy

Packaging

Kerry Marie Boice

Communication and Marketing

Kristin De Ridder

Resource Development

Kerry Marie Boice

Resource Development

Jeffrey Armstrong

Food Science

Jeffrey Myer and Brian T. Book

Food Science

Michael Anthony Montesuo
Kari Ann Robinson

Packaging

Theresa M. Holcomb
Tatika Jones
Anthony J. Kipp
Darla M. Martin
Corey Benajmin Mergen
Syl M. Peer

Packaging

Kerry Marie Boice

Food Science

David E. Barlow
Brian E. Lasch

Horticulture

Lora A. Shroegh
Leigh Ann Spence

Food Science

Jeffrey Myer and Brian T. Book

Horticulture

Karen Ann Cichy

Forest Science

Michael Anthony Montesuo
Kari Ann Robinson

Packaging

Theresa M. Holcomb
Tatika Jones
Anthony J. Kipp
Darla M. Martin
Corey Benajmin Mergen
Syl M. Peer

Packaging

Kerry Marie Boice

Food Science

David E. Barlow
Brian E. Lasch

Horticulture

Karen Ann Cichy

Forest Science

Michael Anthony Montesuo
Kari Ann Robinson

Packaging

Theresa M. Holcomb
Tatika Jones
Anthony J. Kipp
Darla M. Martin
Corey Benajmin Mergen
Syl M. Peer

Packaging

Kerry Marie Boice
### College of Arts and Letters

**WENDY WILKINS, DEAN**

#### DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Literature</td>
<td>Veronica M. Burrel, Outbode Ibronneke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>Carolyn Sue Wolfe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistics</td>
<td>Ming Xiang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Conducting</td>
<td>David Wesley Rogers, Jason Arthur Thoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Education</td>
<td>Jason Thomas Slabe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### DEGREE OF MASTER OF FINE ARTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Studio Art</td>
<td>Yinn Lin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Music Conducting</td>
<td>Gregory James Black, Sarah Jane Hintz, Sheri Hika Talloch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Education</td>
<td>Jeanne Hans Ceresa, Barbara Jean Hendricks, Steven Robert Lorents, Kristen Leigh Pete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Theory</td>
<td>Patricia Wedig, Yohe Kishimoto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CANDIDATES—FALL SEMESTER, 2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
College of Communication Arts and Sciences

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Advertising

Guillermo Enrique Delegado
Tina Sue Horning
Jane Santos
Caroline N. Leung
Sara Lynn Benner
Camille Marie Ferrera
Christina Davis
Jennifer Lynn Avery
Emerson E. Brown
Sara Lynn Benner

Tina Sue Horning

Joanna Crawford
Speech Sciences

Carol H. Y. Ko

Catherine Margaret Tonsing
Dala

Barbara Elizabeth Holmes
Paolo 1- Ting Cher Chang

Sara

Shu

Guillermo Enrique Delegado

Ki Lau

Hamidou Wang

OF

ARTS

College of Communication Arts and Sciences

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Advertising

Guillermo Enrique Delegado
Tina Sue Horning
Jane Santos
Caroline N. Leung
Sara Lynn Benner
Camille Marie Ferrera
Christina Davis
Jennifer Lynn Avery
Emerson E. Brown
Sara Lynn Benner

Tina Sue Horning

Joanna Crawford
Speech Sciences

Carol H. Y. Ko

Catherine Margaret Tonsing
Dala

Barbara Elizabeth Holmes
Paolo 1- Ting Cher Chang

Sara

Shu

Guillermo Enrique Delegado

Ki Lau

Hamidou Wang

OF

ARTS

College of Communication Arts and Sciences

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Advertising

Guillermo Enrique Delegado
Tina Sue Horning
Jane Santos
Caroline N. Leung
Sara Lynn Benner
Camille Marie Ferrera
Christina Davis
Jennifer Lynn Avery
Emerson E. Brown
Sara Lynn Benner

Tina Sue Horning

Joanna Crawford
Speech Sciences

Carol H. Y. Ko

Catherine Margaret Tonsing
Dala

Barbara Elizabeth Holmes
Paolo 1- Ting Cher Chang

Sara

Shu

Guillermo Enrique Delegado

Ki Lau

Hamidou Wang

OF

ARTS
College of Engineering
JANE M. FOKE, DEAN
GRADUATED — SUMMER, 2002

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Chemical Engineering
Johnny L. Andrews

Civil Engineering
Barbara J. Arcus

Computer Science
Xing Tung

Electrical Engineering
Anir Sahoo

Electrical Engineering
Sidharth Ananthakrishnan

Electrical Engineering
Zhieno Zou

Electrical Engineering
Pedro Barba

Electrical Engineering
Bryan Talmud Fath

Electrical Engineering
Xuhin Gu

Electrical Engineering
Zhijian Huang

Electrical Engineering
Lithon Nathaniel Hunt

Electrical Engineering
Freddy Adi Kansilawati

Electrical Engineering
Erik Hauri Makkulaham

Environmental Engineering
Lambert Mathias

Environmental Engineering
Shanaka Parthasarathy

Abelekle Pramod Patil

Bradley Thomas Perry

Eduardo L. Ortiz Rivera

Abdel Rehan Manuf

Benjam in R. Winhoff

Xiangwei Zhu

Engineering Mechanics
Eunwoo Bae

Yihong Fan

Alexander Macomber Rucker

Environmental Engineering
Sandeep J. Bhat

Dawson Park

Materials Science
Sriharsha Chunduru

Mechanical Engineering
Deepak Tiwari

Abelekle Pramod Patil

Bradley Thomas Perry

Eduardo L. Ortiz Rivera

Abdel Rehan Manuf

Benjamin R. Winhoff

Xiangwei Zhu

Engineering Mechanics
Eunwoo Bae

Yihong Fan

Alexander Macomber Rucker

Environmental Engineering
Sandeep J. Bhat

Dawson Park

Materials Science
Sriharsha Chunduru

Mechanical Engineering
Deepak Tiwari

Abelekle Pramod Patil

Bradley Thomas Perry

Eduardo L. Ortiz Rivera

Abdel Rehan Manuf

Benjamin R. Winhoff

Xiangwei Zhu

Engineering Mechanics
Eunwoo Bae

Yihong Fan

Alexander Macomber Rucker

Environmental Engineering
Sandeep J. Bhat

Dawson Park
College of Human Medicine

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
Epidemiology
Emily Taylor Murray

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 2002
Epidemiology
Deborah Bonnie Wagensaar
Julia Jennifer Wirth

College of Natural Science

GEORGE E. LEROI, DEAN

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS FOR TEACHERS
General Science
Kellie Kathleen Rahno
Clara L. Swihart

Mathematics
Malini Vinita Samarasinghe

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
Biological Science
Nicole H. Norris

Botany and Plant Pathology
Matthew Ryan Durkin

Chemistry
Ralph Ryan Christopher Clampton

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 2002
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Angela Lynn Alexander

College of Social Science

MARIETTA L. BABA, DEAN

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
Anthropology
Catherine Anderson Phillips

Economics
Vladimir Huang

Psychology
Patrick Daniel Converse

DEGREE OF MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Whetman J. Herron

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Clinical Social Work
Robert V. Hetherton

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
Environmental Geosciences
Joel D. Feit

Microbiology
Magdi Mahmoud Ali

Genetics
Carri S. Duncan

Physics
Ayesha Abdul

Botany and Plant Pathology
Stacey Jane Elder

Biological Science
Julie MacKay

Sheryl J. Meisterheim
Clarence E. Rudat

Matthew Ryan Durkin
Marlo Dawn Wiltse
Michael Matthew Sampson
Nicole H. Norris

Astrophysics and Applied Statistics
Carrie Leigh Woodrum

Jason Scott Kilgore
Kevin William Anderson

Richard Entomology
Kirsten Marie Fondren

Anne Valdes Hanley

Chemistry
Ralph Ryan Christopher Clampton

Yan Zhang
Angela Lynn Alexander

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Jun Yang

Industrial Mathematics
Susanne Evelyn Biteman

Industrial Microbiology
Charles Jesse Addison

Mathematics
Malini Vinita Samarasinghe

Operations Research
Markus Hoshikis

Statistics
Elaine Kwan

He Lin

Tatiana Sevastianenko

Statistics
Veronika Janieh Berenczi

Zhouzi Dai

Xia Li

Yinghui Li

Zoology
Merrit Gale Gilliland III

CANDIDATES — SUMMER SEMESTER, 2002
Applied Statistics
Yan Zhang

Astrophysics and Astronomy
Ralph Ryan Christopher Clampton
SOCIAL SCIENCE

DEGREE OF MASTER IN URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Gregory Carl Grootendorst
Matthew William Simmont

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 2002

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Anthropology
Ann M. Kroll
Suzanne D. Schneider
Stylian Michele Sautli
Valerie Nicole Yavorsky

Economics
Yelena V. Nizalova

Interdisciplinary Studies in Social Sciences: Global Applications
Seong Bong Cheon
Son Up Hwang
Byeoung Ju Kim
Yung Min Kim
Jong-Hwan Lee
Jong-Sam Lee
Jong-Hyun Park
Soonkenn Yoon

Political Science
Monica Dharhi

Psychology
Brendan Michael Raind
Monica S. Castello
Mei Chao
Erika S. Dejonghe
Kerry Lynn Killy
Sarah E. Livsey

DEGREE OF MASTER OF LABOR RELATIONS AND HUMAN RESOURCES

Liilia Katherine Anna
Erica Ann Bjornstad
Sylvia Haberdish-Brubaka
Jay Daron Davis
Joshua W. E. De los reyes

Public Administration
Michael A. Farmer
Landray Farrell Fromm
Jennifer Macbeth Ghel
Shirin Zainab Ghurantari
Jiwoon Jeong

Annis LaTrice Jones
Joby Jose
Cynthia Renel King
John Alan Klineke
Mauricio Antonio Lopez

Megan Ruth McRill
Christopher A. Rice
Zainab N. A. Shuhend
Jaclyn Kelly Slater
Joshua Thomas Wood

DEGREE OF MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Urban Studies
Christopher Robert Byron

Sociology
Wa Yasak Erabale

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Criminal Justice
Bethany D. Armen
Ann Elizabeth Chamberlain
Catherine Marie Gumper

Criminal Justice: Urban Studies
Durel Darvis Green
Junscho Moon
Rima L. Sanders
Michelle Marie Stevens

Criminal Justice: Urban Studies
Norman Samuel Carter

Geography
Narumon Wiangwang

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Clinical Social Work
Yelana K. Bryant

DEGREE OF MASTER IN URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Il Woo Suk
Olatunbosun Tanimowo
Willman

College of Veterinary Medicine

LONNIE J. KING, DEAN

GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 2002

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Large Animal
Clinical Sciences
Christopher Robert Byron

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 2002

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Large Animal
Clinical Sciences
Amy M. Green

Microbiology and Public Health
Stacey Renee Wilder

DEGREE OF MASTER IN URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Gregory Carl Grootendorst
Matthew William Simmont

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 2002

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Interdisciplinary Studies in Social Sciences: Global Applications
Seong Bong Cheon
Son Up Hwang
Byeoung Ju Kim
Yung Min Kim
Jong-Hwan Lee
Jong-Sam Lee
Jong-Hyun Park
Soonkenn Yoon

Political Science
Monica Dharhi

Psychology
Brendan Michael Raind
Monica S. Castello
Mei Chao
Erika S. Dejonghe
Kerry Lynn Killy
Sarah E. Livsey

DEGREE OF MASTER OF LABOR RELATIONS AND HUMAN RESOURCES

Liilia Katherine Anna
Erica Ann Bjornstad
Sylvia Haberdish-Brubaka
Jay Daron Davis
Joshua W. E. De los reyes

Public Administration
Michael A. Farmer
Landray Farrell Fromm
Jennifer Macbeth Ghel
Shirin Zainab Ghurantari
Jiwoon Jeong

Annis LaTrice Jones
Joby Jose
Cynthia Renel King
John Alan Klineke
Mauricio Antonio Lopez

Megan Ruth McRill
Christopher A. Rice
Zainab N. A. Shuhend
Jaclyn Kelly Slater
Joshua Thomas Wood

DEGREE OF MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Urban Studies
Christopher Robert Byron

Sociology
Wa Yasak Erabale

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Criminal Justice
Bethany D. Armen
Ann Elizabeth Chamberlain
Catherine Marie Gumper

Criminal Justice: Urban Studies
Durel Darvis Green
Junscho Moon
Rima L. Sanders
Michelle Marie Stevens

Criminal Justice: Urban Studies
Norman Samuel Carter

Geography
Narumon Wiangwang

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Clinical Social Work
Yelana K. Bryant

DEGREE OF MASTER IN URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Il Woo Suk
Olatunbosun Tanimowo
Willman